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ierce Brosnan is reportedly set to join the cast
of ‘Eurovision’. The 66-year-old actor is said to
be starring alongside Rachel McAdams in Will
Ferrell’s new Netflix comedy based around the

annual singing contest. Details about the plot have not yet
emerged, but HN Entertainment reports that Brosnan will
appear with Ferrell and McAdams, who are said to be
playing Icelanders. The ‘Anchorman’ star will produce the
project through his Gary Sanchez Productions company,
and he is penning the script with Andrew Steele, while
David Dobkin is helming the project.  Filming will be tak-

ing place in Iceland and Tel-Aviv, Israel, although no
release date has been set by the streaming service. It was
recently announced that and Ferrell Adam McKay had
ended their partnership under their Gary Sanchez
Productions banner in order to “start anew”, but they con-
firmed existing projects were set to continue.  The pair
teamed up for more than a decade on films such as ‘Vice’,
‘Step Brothers’ and ‘Talladega Nights’ - as well as both the
‘Anchorman’ and ‘Daddy’s Home’ franchises - but their
working relationship is coming to an end. While McKay
revealed it was “the best time” for the pair to cease their

Gary Sanchez Productions business, he insisted it would
be “heartbreaking” to never work with Ferrell again, and
teased they have an idea “kicking around”. He said: “We
both felt it had got pretty big and it was time to start up
anew. It’s the best time. “We have an idea we’re kicking
around right now which we’d love to do. If he and I didn’t
work together, that would be heartbreaking. We’re going
to do everything we can to make sure that’s not the case.”
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ate Blanchett is set to star in Guillermo del
Toro’s ‘Nightmare Alley’. The 50-year-old
actress is reportedly set to star alongside
Bradley Cooper in the adaptation of William

Lindsay Gresham’s 1947 novel of the same name, in which
the acclaimed filmmaker will take a step back from direct-
ing and will instead produce.  ‘Nightmare Alley’ follows
Stanton ‘Stan’ Carlisle, a man who joins a travelling carni-
val where he attempts to learn the ways of mind-reading
act of Mademoiselle Zeena and her alcoholic husband,
Pete.  Following Pete’s death, Zeena takes on Pete as a
stage-partner where he proves more successful than her
late husband and soon graduates to full-blown spiritualist,
catering to the needs of the rich and gullible in their well-
upholstered homes. According to the book’s official syn-
opsis, the story is a “dark jewel, a classic American tale
about the varieties of deception and self-deception and
the dream of redemption - a dream that is only a night-
mare in disguise”. According to Collider, Toni Collette,
Richard Jenkins, Willem Dafoe, Mark Povinelli, Rooney
Mara and Guillermo’s friend and frequent collaborator Ron
Perlman are all in various stages of making deals to appear
in the film which is due to start shooting next year.
Guillermo’s next project is the big screen adaptation of
Alvin Schwartz’s collection of short horror stories ‘Scary
Stories to Tell in the Dark’ and the director previously
insisted he was keen to take on the challenge as soon as
production company CBS Films approached him as he is
such a big fan of the book. ‘The Shape of Water’ filmmaker
- who is acting as producer on the project - said: “When
CBS Films approached me about doing this movie, I was
really excited. They’d done two screenplays before, but I
said, ‘Let’s start from scratch.’ “I have this idea that’s very
relevant to today. It’s an interesting way to see how stories
shape who we are; about how once you release a story,
you can’t get it back.”

ulu Wang was hesitant to cast
Awkwafina as the lead in ‘The Farewell’.
The ‘Posthumous’ filmmaker recently
helmed the comedy-drama, which is

based on her own life and follows a family who -
upon learning their grandmother has only a short
while left to live - decide not to tell her and schedule
a family gathering before she dies. The role was giv-
en to Awkwafina, but filmmaker Wang revealed that
when the producer approached her suggesting the
30-year-old rapper and actress should play a “ver-
sion of her” in the film, she wasn’t convinced the star
would be a good fit. In an interview with Variety, she
said: “[When] my producer brought her name up I
was like, ‘Awkwafina, the rapper from Queens? This
is who you think should play, I guess, a version of
me in a drama? Are we making the same film here?’
“ However, Wang went on to explain that the audi-
tion tape finally convinced her that the ‘Ocean’s 8’
star could give a moving performance.  She added:
“There was a quality of both light and dark, where
she’s able to make a joke but you kind of feel like, in
a way, she’s doing it to mask something deeper.”
Although Wang has made smaller films in the past,
the writer and director wouldn’t be averse to making
bigger movies, and insisted she would “love” to
make a superhero film - although the project would
have to have “the right message”.  She explained: “I
would absolutely love to do a superhero movie. It
just has to be the right one. It has to have the right
message. “Yes, I’m putting it out into the universe.
Bring me all the superheroes. Definitely female. I
definitely want to do a female superhero.” C

az Luhrmann’s untitled Elvis Presley biopic has
been given a release date. It has been
announced by Warner Bros. that the forthcom-
ing movie about the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll, is

slated for release on October 1, 2021, and the director is
keen to begin production on the project later this year.
This news comes after it was confirmed that Austin Butler
will play the iconic musician, beating Harry Styles, Ansel
Elgort, Aaron Taylor-Johnson and Miles Teller, who were
all screen-tested for the role. Luhrmann will direct the
movie and has penned the script along with Craig Pearce,
and the filmmaker previously said he was keen to hire a
relatively unknown actor to play the late ‘Hound Dog’ hit-
maker - who died in 1977 aged 42 at his Graceland estate.
Speaking of the casting, Luhrmann previously said: “I
knew I couldn’t make this film if the casting wasn’t
absolutely right, and we searched thoroughly for an actor
with the ability to evoke the singular natural movement
and vocal qualities of this peerless star, but also the inner
vulnerability of the artist. “Through a journey of extensive
screen testing and music and performance workshops, I
knew unequivocally that I had found someone who could
embody the spirit of one of the world’s most iconic musical
figures.” Tom Hanks is currently on board to play Presley’s
former manager Colonel Tom Parker who spotted Elvis’
talent in the early 1950s, initially helping him with book-
ings and promotion before becoming his manager.  He
went on to arrange the music legend’s deal with RCA, and
the singer’s first single with the label ‘Heartbreak Hotel’ set
him on the path to super-stardom after it was released in
January 1956.
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uillermo Del Toro isn’t “interested in scares”
when he’s directing. The 54-year-old filmmaker
is gearing up for the release of his new horror
movie ‘Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark’ - which

he produced and wrote the screen story for - later this
month, but has said he usually doesn’t worry too much
about “the scares” in his movies, because he opts for
telling “fairy-tales” with “horror images”. He said: “As a
director, I’m not that interested in scares. I use my movies
more like a fairy-tale. I do horror images, but like a fairy-
tale. However, as a producer, I’m really interested in the
scares with Juan Antonio Bayona in ‘The Orphanage’, and
with Andy Muschietti on ‘Mama’, and this.” Guillermo says
scares interest him as a producer because he “enjoys
watching” scary movies. He added: “I’m very interested
because it’s something that I enjoy watching. In this movie,
you need to coax the audience with very elegant camera
work and very good set-ups. There’s a high production
value, too. Plus, I have lots of empathy with the charac-
ters.” ‘Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark’ is based on the
children’s book of the same name by Alvin Schwartz, and
Guillermo says that whilst the film is a horror flick, it’s one
the whole family can enjoy. Speaking to SFX magazine, he
said: “When I made the first ‘Hellboy’, I thought, ‘The audi-

ence that I really want for this movie is going to me able to
tell me what they think 10 years from now.’ I was making
that movie for kids and, sure enough, the people that grew
up with it are the people who love it the most. “However,
the beauty of this project is the way that it’s a horror
movie that can be watched with the family.”

ugh Jackman denied that Robbie
Williams will appear in ‘The Greatest
Showman’ sequel.  It was rumored the
50-year-old actor would be creating a

special role for the ‘Let Me Entertain You’ singer in
the hotly-anticipated follow up to last year’s musical
smash hit after Robbie joined him on the UK leg of
his ‘The Man. The Music. The Show’ tour. However,
the leading man has revealed that the ‘X Factor’
judge will not be featuring in the sequel to the origi-
nal film, which starred Jackman as circus owner P. T.
Barnum.  A spokesperson for the actor told the
Metro.co.uk: “There is no truth to this story”.
Speculation began after an insider claimed Jackman
could be using his producer power to land his new
pal a role in the film after the formed a bond on the
road. The source said: “The Robbie and Hugh bro-
mance is just going from strength to strength, Hugh
wants space to be made for them to do a number
and sing and act in his ‘Greatest Showman’ sequel.”
The ‘Logan’ star previously revealed that “work” has
begun on a sequel to ‘The Greatest Showman’ but he
is “not sure” exactly how that will work. He said:
“The real answer is ‘could be’. I’m not sure. I’m being
completely honest with you, there is talk of some-
thing going around but no one is really sure. I think
right now there’s more emphasis being put on what
will happen with it ... No one is really sure right now,
so that’s the honest truth. “But I think someone is
working on a treatment for something ... I know they
are, they’re working on a treatment for something.”
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wayne Johnson’s ‘Black Adam’ movie could
start production next year. The film’s producer
Hiram Garcia has revealed there are plans to
begin filming the movie about the DC Comics’

super villain by the end of 2020. Garcia told Collider:
“Definitely the success of ‘Shazam!’ was awesome to us. It
was important for us to launch that and get that out in the
film world and begin crafting this universe. It’s a big thing
for us to start to create this universe, this DC section of
the universe that we’re working on with characters we
have planned to bring into it, headlined by Shazam and
Black Adam. The idea is that if everything falls in line right
now ... the plan is to be filming that end of next year.”
Johnson previously admitted he couldn’t wait to get start-
ed on the forthcoming movie. He said: “The challenges and
the struggle that we were having and that was gnawing at
my gut is that we were trying to tell two origin stories in
one script. Those who know the comic books and the
mythology of the comics of ‘Shazam!’ know that Shazam is
connected to Black Adam. Black Adam is an anti-hero, or
villain, who I cannot wait to play. I’ve been developing this,
and it’s been with me and my DNA for over 10 years now.
We should start shooting that in about a year. Very excited
about that.” Black Adam was originally slated to appear in
the ‘Shazam!’ movie but director David F. Sandberg decid-
ed against making the character the main villain because
he needed his own origin story and he wanted his film to
be “about Shazam”. — Bang Showbiz
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